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Purpose, Scope and Justification of the Study 
Purpose.-- The purpose of this study is to analyze 
t he vocabulary necessary to understand ten commonly used 
standard mechanical aptitude tests published between 1921 
and 19h7, in order to establish a common vocabulary list. 
In administering standard mechanical aptitude tests, it is 
assumed that the vocabulary included on the tests represents 
a f air Sru~pling of the vocabulary taught in the basic reading 
progr ams and I ndustrial Arts courses undertaken by the 
examinee. 
Scope.-- For this purpose ten standard mechanical 
a ptitude tests will be analyzed in order to ascertain a basic I 
I
I 
vocabulary list to be used for vocabulary purposes in In-
dustrial Arts classes in grades VIII, IX and X. 
Justification.-- A revie1-1 of the literature pertaining 
to mechanical aptitude did not include any indication of an 
established basic vocabulary list. 
:l 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW' OF THE LITERATURE 
A. Basic Concepts 
The ~~iter in reviewing the literature found that many 
investigations and experiments have been conducted in the 
vride and loosely-bounded area of aptitude testing. Ovving to 
disappointing results of global ratings of intelligence tests 
this work has gained in general significance. Ever present, 
though, is the never-ending search for the practical defi-
nition of the conception of the aptitude to be measured. The 
meaning of the terms aptitude and ability as defined by 
psychologists and educators varies in their vrritings, not 
merely from one user to the next, bu"t? from one time to another. 
In general, psychologists tend to think in terms of individual 
differences and traits. Guidance and personnel workers, on the 
other hand, tend to think of aptitude in terms of vocations 
and occupations. I'Ihether the term is used in its narrmv sci en-
' 
tific sense or in the broad popular concept, it is important 
and essential that its meaning be clear. However, a revie"tr.J of 
the literature indicates that it is by no means used clearly 
or consistently. Since this study is an analysis of the 
vocabulary necessary to understand ten standard mechanical 
aptitude tests, the varying definitions of these terms as used 




According to Kitson,1 "Aptitude should be used to 
designate the readiness vii th which an untrained person a c-
quires a skill." Freeman2 says, urn terms of its scope or con 
tent an aptitude is the ability, or collection of abilities, 
required to perform a specified practical activity. n Ne-v1kirk 
and Greene3 state, "An aptitude may be thought of as the ca-
pacity of an individual for the development of some special 
ab ility or skill." Bingham4 uses approximately the same defi-
nition by stating, nAptitude, ther,1, is a condition symptomati 
of a person's relative fitness, of 1'rhich one essential aspect 
is his rea.diness to a cquire proficiency--his potential abili-
ty--and another is his readiness to develop an interest in 
exercising that ability. " 
In contrasting aptitudes and abilities, SchHeickhard5 
says, "There may appear to be little difference between apti-
tudes and abilities, but the distinction may be clarified if 
an aptitude is thought of as a potential possibility, and the 
corresponding ability is looked upon as the realization of 
1. Harry Dexter Kitson, «Aptitude Testing, Its Contributions 
to Vocational Guidance", Occupations, 12:60, April, 1934. 
2. Frank N. Freeman, :Mental Tests (Boston: Houghton Nifflin 
Company, 1939), p. 182. 
3. Louis V. NewJcirk and Harry A Greene, Tests and Itieasure-
ments in Industrial Education ( Nevi York: John Wiley and 
Sons, Inc., 1935), p. 83. · 
4. Walter V. Bingham, Aptitudes and Aptitude Testing (New 
York: Harper and Brothers, 1937), p. 18. 
5. Dean M. Sch11l]'eikhard, Industrial r ts in Education (Peoria, 
Illinois: The 1!J:anual Arts Press 1929L, p~==2=8=0=·=======-4!========== 
--- ---==H==========-==--=-==-==--=-
the possibility." Kitsonl indicates, rrAbility should be used 
to designate a specific skill which has been acquired through 
training or experience. u Bingham2 put it briefly this -v-my, 
11 Ability means po"Vrer to perform responsive acts. n 
One other term, namely, skil~, needs defining. Super3 
in his volume entitled Appraising Vocational Fitness indi-
cates, nskill is used in most discussions of abilities as 
synonymous -vdth proficiency, to denote the degree of mastery 
already acquired in an activity." Bingham4 explains, "Skill 
is ease and precision in performing complex motor acts." 
The 1·.rriter feels that these varying definitions as 
stated by leading psychologists and educators tend to bring 
about misconceptions in the increasingly v!idespread -area of 
aptitude testing. Aptitude embraces more than specialized 
learning capa cities for particular skills, abilities, or occu-
pations. Many other factors such as intelligence, interest, 
personality, and achievement are of essential importance \vhen 
thinking in terms of one's aptitude. In the opinion of the 
v.rriter, to avoid misconceptions and erroneous thinking, all 
these characteristics must be kept in the foreground \vhen 
examining such broad definitions of aptitude as given here. 
1. Kitson, loc. cit. 
2. Bingham, QE• cit., p. 19. 
3. Donald E. Super, Appraising Vocational Fitness (New York: 
Harper and Brothers, 1949), p. 61. 
loc. cit. 
B. Theory of Aptitude 
Early experiments by psychologists resulted in the 
theory that the law of compensation permitted an individual 
to excel in several traits because he \'laS limited or v•Teaker 
in others. On the basis of several experiments Thorndikaldis-
agreed 1-·.ri th this theory. Thorndike believed that desirable 
traits within an individual existed in a positive relation 
to one another. With this idea in mind he concluded that if 
a person is superior in one thing it would seem probable that 
he irdll be good in other things. This theory by Thorndike ir.Tas 
later revised by him vrhen he gave evidence of a different 
theory. This neiArer theory by Thorndike suggests that there are 
three types of intelligence: abstract, mechanical, and social. 
Sir Francis Galton's2 studies of individual differenceS) 
in the latter part of the nineteenth century, brought forth 
the theory that there vv-ere certain traits v1hich, because of 
their close correlation \vith intelligence in general, could 
be used to predict it. 
Spearman,3 in sharp contrast to the generally accepted 
theory of intelligence as a generalization resulting from a 
1. John M. Brei•rer, History of Vocational Guidance (Nev-r York: 
Harper and Brothers, 1942), p. 205. 
2. Loc. cit. 
3. Clark L. Hull, Aptitude Testinf (Yonkers-on-Hudson, Ne\'r 
York: World Book Company, 1928 , p. 196. 
5 
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number of specific abilities, insisted that general intelli-
gence exists apart from, but underlying and basic to, special 
abilities. According to Spearman'sl viewpoint, an individual's 
success in any given activity was determined by ti'IO sets of 
factors or so-called determiners. One of these factors present 
in all intellectual activities was called the general or "g" 
factor. Along vlith this was a group of special or specific 
factors called "s" which together vJith the general factor de-
termine the degree of success in any activity. 
It was at this point of disagreement Maong early 
psychologists and their theories as to the nature of aptitude 
that Godfrey Thomson2 contributed his theory of group factors 
of various degrees of generality together with numerous spe-
cific factors. Thomson \vas "'rilling to admit that Spearman's 
general factor might exist, but he held that this existence 
had not been proved. Spearman felt that group factors of 
various degrees of generality existed. 
A compromise ~tms later brought about bet "Vveen these 
\"lidely varying theories, but the problem of detecting \'.rhat 
aspect of a test score is the result of general intelligence 
and V>rhat part represents the ability that is being tested is 
still present. 
1. Hull, loc. cit. 
2. Ibid., p. 198. 
6 
===----== 
c. History of Mechanical Aptitude Tests 
The construction ot standardized mechanical aptitude 
tests is comparatively recent development. Although the con-
cept of specialized aptitudes dates back to ancient times, 
relatively little progress "ras made before the nineteenth 
century. Since then, rapid advancement has been mad·e in the 
construction and use of standard mechanical aptitude tests. 
The first significant attempt to study, rather than 
measure, mechanical aptitude was carried out by Coxl in Eng-
land. By far this study is the most theoretical investigation 
of mechanical aptitude to date. Cox did not assume the exis-
tence of a group factor of mechanical ability and then 
attempt to construct tests to measure this factor. Instead, 
he proc eeded to devise a series of tests for the purpose of 
discovering whether there is any such thing as mechanical 
aptitude. Experimenting '\•lith specially constructed mechanical 
equipment, Cox attempted to isolate a factor of primary im-
portance in mechanical tasks. But, according to Super,2 
n • • • it proved to be an eductive factor of the spatial re-
lations type rather than something peculiarly mechanical 
·which one may call 'mechanical comprehension r n. 
These tests constructed by Cox have not as yet been 
1. Super, ££• cit., p. 221. 




't<~Tidely used for the measurement of that ability. In the fevr 
instances in which they were used the results obtained proved · 
highly satisfactory. Regarding the usability of these test 
instruments, Macrael states, "It may be that the Cox tests 
are somevrhat too difficult for the elementary school boys of 
14; but vrith older boys will doubtless prove to be more exact 
and reliable instruments than the assembly tests of Sten-
quist." 
While Cox vvas studying and conducting experiments in 
England, additional investigations in the area of mechanical 
aptitude v.;ere being carr:ied out at the University of Hinnesata 
by Paterson and colleagues. 2 This Minnesota :f';Iechanical Abili-
ties Project, as it was called, attempted to appraise the 
mechanical aptitude factors present in a variety of tests 
administered to a group of junior high school students. The 
Iviinnesota study analyzed the r elationship between a number of 
environmental factors which reflect or constitute differences 
in experiences, either direct or vicarious with mechanical 
objects and processes. Super3 states, nThe Minnesota Jviechani-
cal Assembly Test (which was the outcome of the study by the 
same name) is important primarily for historical reasons and 
1. Angus Hacrae, Talents and Te:p1:ryeraments (Cambridge; England: 
D. Appleton and Company, 1933 , p. 68. 
2. Loc. cit. 
3. Ibid., pp. 234-235 . 
. - ~--r 
for the insight the studies with it give into the nature of 
mechanical aptitude." 
In 1914, J. L. Stenquist1 devised the first tests of 
mechanical aptitude. Known as the Stenquist Construction 
Tests, they vvere later revised to become the .Minnesota Ass em-
bly Tests. These tests were used extensively 1'rith illiterates 
in the armed forces of the United States during World \var I. 
Stenquist first produced three assembly tests, each of which 
consisted of ten mechanical contrivances to be assembled by 
the examinee. 'l'he subject was required to assemble in a given 
thirty minute time limit as many as possible of. the mecha-
nisms, vJhich increased in order of difficulty. In the earlier 
forms of the tests the subject v.ra s furnished ~t-rith a model of 
the object to be assembled. Later in a revision of the test 
the model was eliminated. Although this has been given the 
most trial as a measure of me chanical aptitude, it has one 
ma jor v·reakness v1hich many critics feel is a serious one. This 
feature, ''rhich is most commonly criticised, is concerned v.rith 
the f amiliarity of the test materials. The critics assert tha 
individual differences of ability cannot be measured reliably 
by the Stenquist tests because previous acquaintance vrith the 
mechanisms by the subjects to be tested varies considerably. 
Later Stenquist devised a paper and pencil test of 
mechanical aptitude. These tests are pictorial in form and 
1. Brewer, 2£· cit., p. 209. 
9 
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call for r ecognition of and reasoning about mechanical re-
l ationships . That these later tests have been generally 
thought of as being more heavily s aturated with information 
than the appar atus tests is a common critici sm. 
Follovving \vorld War I, O' Rourkel developed graphic and 
verbal t ests of mechanical aptitude. These t ests, like those 
of Stenquist, ar e based on thE) assumption that one Nho po-
ssesses me chanical a ptitude is better equipped to a cquire in-
f ormation concerni ng me chanical th i ngs than one who l a cks 
this ability. Later O'Rourke 's tests were restandardiz ed by 
per sonnel 1·rorkers of the Tennessee Valley Authority. Laborers 
in the se r vice of the Tennes see Valley Project were r equired 
to take t he r evi sed tests before they were permitted to enter 
in and l earn skilled trades. Unfortunately, O'Rourke's test 
origin remains to this day unknown, for the author did not 
publish accounts .of same. 
· Stenquist's .Assembly Tests were modified and lengthened] 
by Paters on and associates 2 during their studies of the natur 
and measurement of mechanical aptitude. These tests, knmm as 
the Minnesota Assembly Test, were developed as a part of the 
University of Minnesota's study of mechanical aptitude and 
represents the most ambitious effort to measure mechanical 
aptitude. It i."las designed for use vvith junior high school 
1. Super, Q£• c1t., p. 224. 




boys, and particularly for the prediction of success in shop 
courses. The test has come into v'lidespread use in clinics and 
guidance organizations f or testing adolesce~t boys. 
Bennett1more recently developed his Test of Mechanical 
Comprehension. This test '\/vas designed to t ap a high~r level 
of me chanical aptitude than the tests constructed by Sten-
quist and O' Rourke. 'l'he items in this test are less subject 
to the effects of differences in experience or environment 
a s in the previously standard tests. The subject must rely on 
logical reasoning or me chanical comprehension. The tests have 
proved valuable in counseling students in future choices of 
curricula or occupations. 
In combined sub-tests of spatial visualization and 
manua l dexterity, I~acQuarrie2 designed his test, called t h e 
MacQuarrie Test of Mechanical Ability. I t vras designed in 
1925 as .a rough measure of promise in me chanical and manual 
occupations. Although this test could be pla ced under tests 
of manual dexterity or spatial visualization, it is vridely 
used and studied as a composite of me chanical aptitude . 
0'Connor,3 in constructing his tests entitled Wiggly 
Blocks, attempted to discover mechanical aptitude through 
1. Super, loc. cit. 
2. Ibid., p. 225. 
3. George E. IvTyers, Principles and Techniques of Vocational 





the subject's ability to visualize three-dimensional struc-
tures. Using finger-dexterity and tv;eezer-dexterity tests, 
O' Connor measured aptitude for particular occupational a ssem-
bly work . 
The ~1riter has attempted to ·give a brief outline of 
the history of mechanical aptitude testing. 1 o date, many 
tests have been developed 1·J'hich have proved rea sonably valid 
for a variety of mechanical operations and occupations. Con-
sequently, there seems to be some justification for using the 
term mechanical a·ptitude. On the other hand, there is little 
scientific evidence available as to the nature of vocational 
aptitudes, its relation to general intelligence, or its re-
lation to actual fields of work. In conclusion, the 1:J"riter 
recognizes the need for further investigations in this area 
Nith the result that irJith more information and better tech-
niques applied, our understandings of both aptitude and ac-
ti vi ties 1·rill become clearer. Thus, tests in this area vrill 
be more versatile in their application. 
D. Purpose and Uses of Me chanical Aptitude Tests 
Binghaml indicates that the purpose of aptitude test-
ing is to "measure selected samples of a person's behavior, 
and then, by reference to the facts as to what others ·Hho 
have been tested have done, subsequently compute the probabil~ 
~~~------~----~------------------------ 1 1. Bingham, ~· cit., p. 22. ~ --
-------- ------------~-----· ·- -- --- ==== ================-=======~1====== 
ties that he, too, will behave in a certain manner. " Sch~'Veik­
hard1 say~ , "The ability test attempts to secure a sampling 
of successful experience and thereby determines the individu-
a l 1 s fitness for occupational entrance." Nev-rkirk and Greene2 
explain that mechanical aptitude is the capa city of an indi-
vidual to deal successfully with mechanical devices and to 
acquire the knovrledge essential for their selection and oper-
ation after suitable training has been given. Erickson3 
points out, "The main purpose of aptitude tests is to help in 
estimating as a ccurately as possible the probabilities that a 
student v'rill succ eed (or fail) in the various courses, cur-
ricula, or jobs that he is considering." r~1yers4 states, "Much 
attention has been given to tests of me chanical aptitude 
which, of course, are designed to measure aptitude for -a 
fairly large field of occupations rather than for a single 
occupation." 
The vr.c iter feels that these definitions of mechanical 
aptitude as stated by l eading psychologists and educators, 
although not defined in any strict sense, do tend to explain 
its purpose. One must alvmys keep in mind, however, that 
1. Schweickhard, loc~ cit. 
2. Nev;rkirk, loc. cit. 
3. Clifford E. Erickson, A Basic Text for Guidance vJorkers 
(New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1947), P• 62. 
4. Myers, QE• cit., p. 198. 
lr============--~==~~=~-~~~===-=~~=~=-=-===================~F======== 
r 
while these test instruments contain characteristics or sets 
· of characteristics 'VJhich tend to estimate an individual's 
future accomplishments in relation to his mechanical aptitude, 
there are also other factors involved. Intelligence, interest, 
and pers onality also, must be taken into consideration before 
the yardstick of appraisal is marked. 
There are many related uses for standardized tests of 
mechanical aptitude. These related uses are to bring to light 
endo1tnnents vJhich may be capita lized upon; to indicate dis-
abilities and possible vmys by which they can be eliminated 
or compensated for; to discover hidden or unkno1-'m tal ents; 
o.nd in genera l, to provide the inquirer ,,Jith knovrl edge and 
information vrith vihich he can appraise his strengths and 
vmaknesses in relation to his future vocation or occupation. 
j _4 
CHAPTER III 
PLAN OF THE STUDY 
A. Problem Re-stated 
The purpose of this study is to analyze the vocabulary 
necessary to understand ten commonly used standard mechan-
ical aptitude tests published betv;een 1921 and 1947, in 
order to establish a cornraon vocabulary list. 
B. Materials Used 
The ten standard tests used in the analysis were 
selected because they are widely used in this vicinity for 
measuring mechanical aptitude. The most recent forms of each 
test were obtained. The names of the ten tests vlith the 
forms used are as follows: 
1. Detroit Mechanical Aptitudes Examination 
Public School Publishing Company 
Bloomington, Illinois, 1939 
Form A 
2. MacQuarrie Test for Mechanical Ability 
California 'l'est Bureau 
Los Angeles, California, 1925 
3. Mellenbruch Mechanical Aptitude Test for ~~en and 
Women 
Science Research Associates 







4. Prognostic Test of Me chanical Abilities 
California Test Bureau 
Los Angeles, California, 1946 
Form A 
5. S.R.A. Mechanical Aptitude Test · 
Science Research Associates 
Ch icago, Illinois, 1947 
Form AH 
6. Stenquist Mechanical Aptitude Tests 
World Book Company 
Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, 1921 
Test I 
7. Stenquist Mechanical Aptitude Tests 
World Book Company 
Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, 1921 
Test II 
8. Survey of Mechanical Insight 
California Test Bureau 
Los Angeles, California, 1945 
Personnel Placement Series 
9. Survey of Object Visualization 
California Test Bureau 
Los Angeles, California, 1945 
Personnel Placement Series 
10. Survey of Space Relations Ability 
California Test Bureau 
Los Angeles, California, 1944 
Form A 
c. Securing the Word Lists from the Tests 
Ten tests were analyzed. Each test was assigned a 
I 
j _6 
-~~====lf==n=u=un=, b==er==ra=n=g=i=n=g= f=r=o=m= o=n=e=;=t=o= t=e=n==· =A= m=a=s=t =e=r=. =s=h=e=e=t= v:=m=s= d=1.=· v= 1.=· d=e=d===IL! = ~ into t Vlenty-six equal parts a d each s ction or part was 
assigned a letter of the alphabet. As each separate word or 
technical term appeared in the numbered tests it was trans-
ferred to the sectioned paper and plac ed according to its 
beginning letter. Following each word on the sectioned paper 
the numbers of the t ests in vrh ich each .., rord appeared 1-vas 
plac ed. After all the words from the ten tests had been 
listed, each section was rearranged so that every word was 
in correct alphabeti cal order. Separate filing cards 1-mre 
then made out for every word appearing on the sectioned 
paper. Then the numbers following each 'l<vord appearing on the 
s ectioned paper were transferred to the filing cards. These 
numbers vvere then crossed out and the test titles, '\"lhich 
they represented, were then listed on the filing cards of 
each word. In the upper right hand corner of each filing 
card the number of tests in which the -vmrd appeared 'lrms 
recorded. An analysis of these findings is presented in the 
following chapter. 
I t vvill be noted that \-vhen a 'ir.Jord appears in abbrevi-
ated form in the tables (such as em. for centimeter), the 
word vms given in the same form as it appeared in the test. 
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 
This chapter is devoted to an analysis of the tables 
compiled by the writer from the materials used in this par-
ticular study, which consist of ten standard me chanical ap-
titude t ests. 
Table I is comprised of an alphabetical list of all 
of the different 't·mrds appearing in the ten standard 
mechanical aptitude tests examined . The number of different 
words in all of the tests total ed 1,115. Also included in 
Table I is the number of tests in vrhich each '\olrord appeared. 
These numbers appear opposite the individual v-rords. 
,_8 
TABLE I 
WORDS lrffi iCH APPEAR I N TEN STANDARD 
VIECHANICAL APTI'fUDE TESTS 
No. of Tests 





























air pressure l 
air pmnp l 
alcohol l 
all 4 


































No. of Tests 























baking powder l 
balance l 


































TABLE I (Cont.) 
No. of Tests No. of Tests 
Word in Which VJord AEEears Viord in Which Word AEpears 
~ b es i de 1 can 8 
best 3 candy 1 
bet111Jeen 2 cannot 1 
biggest 1 can opener 1 
bit 1 cans 1 
black 1 carburetor 1 
blacksmiths 1 carefully 2 
block 1 carpenters 1 
blocks 1 carriage bolt 1 
blueprints 1 carries 1 
boards 1 carry 1 
body 1 carrying 2 
bolt 3 cars 1 
bolts 2 cast 1 
booklet 6 cast iron 1 
bore 3 caulk 1 
boring 2 causes 2 
both 2 ceases 1 
bottom 1 cent er 3 
box 1 center punch 1 
brace 2 centers 1 
brad 1 certain 2 
brake band 1 chain 1 
bread 1 chamois 1 
break 1 chance 1 
· brick 1 change 2 
bricklayers 1 changed 1 
broken 1 changes 1 
brought 1 changing 2 
brush 1 check 3 
buffer 1 checked 2 
bulb 1 chiefly 2 
bumpers 1 chip 1 
burn 1 chisel 2 
but 4 choke coil 1 
butter knife 1 chop 1 
buttonhole scissors 1 circle 5 
by 5 circles 3 
circuit-breaking 1 
cable 1 clamp 2 
cakes 1 clamps 1 
calibrate 1 clav! hammer 2 
calipers l clean 2 
ca lled 2 cleaned 1 
----
-----
'r ABLE I ( C ont • ) 
No. of Tests 
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TABLE I (Cont.) 
No. of Tests 











double boiler 1 
dowel 2 
dovm 3 
draftsman's hammer 1 
drain pipe 1 
drains 1 
draw 4 
dra1-ver pull 1 
drawing 4 
dravrings 1 























No. of Tests 























































































TABLE I (Cont.) 
No. of Tests No. of Tests 







fi gure 1 










finishing pin 1 
fire 1 
fires 1 




























































































hand axe 1 
hand drill 2 
handle 2 
hanging 1 
TABLE I (Cont.) 
No. of Tests 
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TABLE I (Cont.) 
No. of Tests 
























































































No. of Tests 
Vlord in Which Word Appears 
lubrication · 1 
lye 1 




































metal rods 1 
metal tubing 1 
micrometer 1 
micrometer head 1 
millimeters 1 
TABLE I (Cont.) 
No. of Tests No. of Tests 
tvord in Which ·word Appears Word in V'Jhich \vord Appears 
minutes 1 nut cracker 1 
mistakes 1 nuts 1 
miter box 1 
mix 1 object 1 
mixes 1 objects 3 
mm. 1 occasional 1 
more 4 of 10 
most 3 off 3 
motor 3 oil 3 
move 2 oil can 1 
moved 1 oil pressure 1 
moves 1 omelet 1 
moving 2 on 8 
much 6 one 8 
multiplied 1 one-half 1 
multiply 1 ones 1 
must 5 only 5 
mutton 1 open 4 
opening 1 
nail 3 openings 2 
nail punch 1 open 1..,riring 1 
nails 2 operate 1 
nail set 1 operation 1 
name 1 opposite 3 
names 1 or 5 
nearer 1 order 2 
nearest 1 other 3 
necessary 3 others 1 
need 2 out 4 
needle 1 outer 1 
neither 1 outside 2 
new 1 outside calipers 1 
next 5 over 3 
no 2 
no. 4 pad 1 
none 1 page 6 
nor 1 pages 3 
not 8 paint 3 
notice 2 painting 1 
now 4 palette 1 
number 8 paper 3 
numbered 2 paper fastener 1 
nu.mbers 1 parentheses 1 
nut 1 part 6 
---------- ---
------ ------ -- -----
------
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TABLE I (Cont.) 
No. o:f .Tests No. of Tests 
Word in Which \'Jord A1212ears Word in Which Word A1212ears 
particular 2 pork 1 
parts 3 positions 3 
pattern 1 possible 4 
pegs , l postum 1 
pencil 3 potato ricer 1 
pencil holder 1 practice 4 
pendulum 1 prediction 1 
per 2 present 1 
persons 1 pressure 1 
pick 2 print 2 
picking 1 problem 4 pickle fork 1 problems 4 picture 4 pr9gnostic 1 
pictures 4 proper 2 
pi ece 2 protractor 1 
pieces 2 pry 1 
pig l pull 3 
pile 1 pulled 2 
pin 1 pulley 1 
pinion 1 pulleys 1 
pint 1 pulls 1 
pints 1 pump 1 
pipe 1 punch 2 
pipe cutter 1 purpose 1 
pipes 1 push 1 
pipe ·wrench 1 pushed 2 
piston 1 put 4 
pivoted 1 putting 1 
place 2 putty 1 
placed 2 putty knife 1 
plainly 1 
plane 2 quarters 1 
plants 1 quarts 1 
plate glass 1 question 2 
plates 1 questions 2 
platform i qui ckly 4 please 1 
pliers 1 rabbit 1 
plug 1 rack 1 
plwnb bob 1 radiator 1 
plumbers 1 radio 1 
point 3 radio dial 1 
points 1 radio tubes 1 
polish 2 radius 1 
-----
2 
TABLE I (Cont.) 
No . of Tests No. of Tests 
Word in \'ihi ch Word Appears vvord in 1rV'hi ch Word Appears 
raise 2 rust 1 
raising 1 
ranges 1 safety 1 
rapidly 1 salad fork 1 
rate 2 same 5 
reach 1 s ample 3 
read 3 samples 1 
reading 2 sand 2 
reads 2 sanding 1 
rea son 1 sash lock 1 
rectangle 2 sausage 1 
ref er 1 sa't'J" 2 
refilling 1 saw guide 1 
regular 1 sa Ning 1 
rel ationships .1 sa't'VS 1 
remaining 1 say 1 
r emember 2 s ays 2 
remove 2 scale 1 
removing 1 scissors 1 
replacing 1 score 1 
require 2 scrape 2 
required 1 scratch 1 
requires 2 screw 4 
r eturn 1 screw driver 1 
r evolve 1 screvJ"S 2 
revolves 1 scriber 1 
rheostat 1 scythe 1 
right 7 second 2 
rims 1 sections 2 
rise 1 see 2 
rivet 2 seen 2 
riveter's hammer 1 select 1 
rivets 2 separate 2 
rock 1 series 1 
rod 3 set 2 
rolled 1 sets 1 
rough 1 shaft 1 
roughen 1 shafts 1 
round 2 shape 5 
rovl 1 sharpen 2 
rubber 1 sharpening 1 
ruler 1 shears 2 
run 2 sheet 1 




TABLE I ( Cont ~) 
No. of Tests No. of Tests 
vvord in Which Word Appears \'lord in Which ·word Appears . 
ship curve 1 space 5 
shop 1 space relations 1 
shop arithmetic 1 spaces 1 
short 2 spark 1 
shorter 1 spark plugs 1 
shortest 1 spatial 1 
should 7 speed 3 
shovel 1 spend 3 
shov-1 1 spikes 1 
shm•m 3 s pina ch 1 
sh m:rs 1 spindle 1 
side 4 spirit level 1 
sides 1 sponge 1 
sieve 2 spoon 1 
sieves 1 spray 1 
signal 1 spring 2 
silently 1 s quare 3 
simple 1 square foot 1 
single 2 square inches 1 
size 4 s quareness 1 
skill 1 squares 1 
s killet 1 stands 2 
slmv cutter 1 start 1 
slots 1 statement 1 
slov·.rer 2 steam 1 
slovJest 1 steam gauge 1 
slovdy 1 steam pressure 1 
small 2 steel 1 
smaller 3 steel rod 1 
smallest 1 steel v1ool 1 
smooth 1 steps 1 
smoothing 1 stick 1 
smoothness 1 stiff 1 
so 8 stocking ·darner 1 
soap 1 stop 3 
sockets 1 stops 1 
soda 1 storage batteries 1 
I soft 1 stove bolt 1 sold 1 straight 2 
I solder 3 straighten 1 soldering iron 1 straightness 1 
some 3 strength 1 j soon 2 strike 1 soup 1 string 1 
I 
.1-
TABLE I (Cont.) 
No. of Tests 












n stt 1-r.r ench 1 
symbol 1 
s yringe 1 
table 2 




























No. of Tests 










































t wenti-five 1 
twice 1 







TABLE I (Cont.) 
No. of Tests No. of Tests 
tllJord in Hhich Word A££ears Word in Which Word A£_Eears 
t wo 8 v-I ere 2 
·what 2 
under 1 wheel 3 
understand 1 vrheel puller 1 
univers al joint disc 1 vJheels 1 
u..'1les s 1 when 7 
un s crewed 1 vvhere 2 
untie 1 v1hich 6 
until 4 iilhile 1 
up 4 who 1 
upon 1 why 1 
upper 2 1d'idth 1 
upviard 1 vrill 9 
use 4 vdnd 2 
us ed 6 vvindow 2 
us es 1 v1indovv bolt 1 
usual 1 \Alire 1 
usually 1 'l.vire brush 1 
wires 2 
value 1 vvi r e st apler 1 
values 1 wish 2 
v eget able 1 vvith 7 
velocity 1 vvithin 1 
venison 1 vlithout 1 
v ertical 2 vmod 3 
v ery 3 wood clamp 1 
vise 1 'l<'lOOdVIOrkers 1 
visuali ze 1 word 1 
volt 1 vvork 6 
v·rorking 1 
vmll 1 vvould 2 
vralls 1 wrench 2 
vms 1 vvrite 3 
washing 1 vJ-riting 1 
washing board 1 \·rritten 3 
-vrast e 1 vrrong 1 
vmst ed 1 ivrought 1 
wat er 2 v.rrought iron 1 
way 2 
vre 1 yeast 1 1r,reat her 1 yes 1 





Table II shows the alphabetical list of the different 
~rords appearing in Form A of the Detroit Mechanical Aptitude 
1 
Examination. The number of different words appearing in this 
















































































































































































men ' s 
metal 
micromet er 





















































































































































Table III, which follows, is comprised of an alpha-
betical list of the different words appearing in the 
MacQuarrie Test for Mechanical Ability~ The total number 
of different words appearing in this test was 170. 











































WORDS APPEARING IN THE MACQUARRIE TEST 




































































































































Table DJ shov,rs the alphabetical list of different 
vmrds appearing in the I.lellenbruch Mechanical Aptitude 
Test. A total of 64 different "vvords appeared in Form A of 
this test, rlhich was the only form available to the writer 
at the time of thj_s study. 
37 
TABLE rv 
WORDS APPEARING IN THE MELLENBRUCH MECHANICAL APTITUDE 
TEST FOR IviEN AND WOMEN 
FORriT A 
a having print 
allowed h01'f proper 
and 
are in rapidly 
as is 
at it seen 
av1are its side 
so 
be left space 
because letter 
best lettered test 
the 
can match there 
commonly minutes thirty-five 
complete this 
nurnber to 
directions numbered t vrelve 
discover tl"JO 
object 
ea ch of used 
etc. on 
exampl e one which 
only vdll 
for over V'Jith 
fourt een vrork 
page 
goes picture you 
pictures 
TABLE V 
Table V is an alphabetical list of different 1'lor ds 
which appeared in the Prognostic 'l'est of II:Jechanical 
Abilities . The nuraber of different words appearing in this 
test totaled 251. 
============c====== ·~~-=~========9F========= 
TABLE v 
11JORDS APPEARING IN THE PROGNOSTIC TEST OF MECHANICAL 
ABILITIES 
FORM A 
a circle find 
abilities circles first 
above cla\v hammer five 
although compared follov1 
and completes followed 
ans't'ler computation follo't'Iing 
any continue for 
appears corners four 
aptitudes correct fraction 
are cut from 
arithmetic 
as dents given 
at described group 
diameter 
ball peen hammer dimensions hacksaw 
be directions hammer 
been distance hand .drill 
before do harder 
begin doing has 
beginning done highest 
belm·T dm'ln holes 
bend drmv horizontal 
best drawing 
bet1-reen dra\'>lings important 
block drill in 
blueprints drive incomplete 
bolt inner 
bore each is 
bottom easier it 
brace edges item 
burn end its 
but equal 
by essential job 
exactly 
called examiner larger 
can exa.'llple left 
carefully exercises length 
caulk extra letter 
center level 
certain fasten line 
check figure lines 
chip figuring little 




TABLE V (Cont.) 
longer pieces same than 
longest picture sample that 
look pictures says the 
placed sections them 
make plane separate then 
mark point set therefore 
measurements polish scale this 
mechani cal possible scrape tight en 
metal problem scriber time 
much problems sheet to 
must pull short together 
punch shorter told 
nail put · shortest too 
names should tool 
necessary side tools 
next question silently turn 
no. questions simple two 
not quickly single 
number size value 
nut radius smaller vertical 
reach so 
of read solder weld 
off reading space when 
on reads space s which 
one rectangle spend width 
ones refer square \'Till 
or required squareness with 
out return st atement vmod 
outer right steps 'TtTOrk 
rivet stop v.rrench 
page rod straight write 
paint rovJ straightness "Ttrritten 
paper rubber 
part ruler take you 
pencil run test your 
pick yourself 
TABLE VI 
Table VI, ~vhich follows, is comprised of an alpha-
betical list of the different \lllords appearing in the S .R.A. 
Mechanical Aptitude Test. In Form AH , which was used in this 



































ba l ance 




























































































































































































































































































open vri r ing 













































































rung fast ener 
rust 
sand 















































































































































Table VII shows an alphabetical list of the different 
\'Vords which appeared in Test I of the Stenquist 1· echanical 
Aptitude Test. The total number of different words appearing 
in t h is test was 45. 
TABLE VII 
WORDS APPEARING IN THE STENQUIST IviECHANICAL APTITUDE TEST 
TEST I 
a if same 
all in sample 
anm·Iers is so 
are some 
at letter sure 
list 
belongs look the 
belo-v-v them 
beside no. thing 






exercise part with 
particular v\Tite 
for pictures v.Jr itten 
guess you 
TABLE VIII 
Table VIII, 1.'Thich follows, is comprised of an alpha-
betical list of the different words appearing in the 
Stenquist Mechanical Aptitude Test II. The total nurnber of 
different words 11as 219. 
TABLE VIII 
WORDS APPE&"'i.ING IN 'rHE STENQUIST MECHANICAL APTITUDE TEST 
TEST II 
a - come hand 
about continue hanging 
adjustment count harder 
after crank heavier 
air current held 
all cut here 
also 
and direction if 
answer directions in 
ans-vrers do is 
are does it 
arm doing its 
around don't 
arrovJ dmiiJn kept 
as dripping keyed 
at drives knovl 
attract 
attracts each last 
easier letter 
back electr o-magnet lever 
be entire list 
begin every load 
bell example long 
belongs exercise longer 
below look 
belt fan loose 
body fastened lovrer 
booklet faster lowering 
bolts fastest 
both feeds machine 
but fig. machines 
by find made 
floor magnet 
cable for make 
can forged many 
carries forth margin 
carrying from marked 
cast most 
cast iron general motor 
causes go moving 




TABLE VIII {Cont.) 
next place should turned 
no plainly shovm turns 
not 'bl possJ. _e side tvlO 
number proper sides 
numbered pull single unscrev-.red 
nmnbers pulled size up 
pulley sloV>rer upper 
of pulleys slmvest used 
off push so 
oil some very 
on question soon 
one questions space ,.,iay 
one-half spindle vreight 
only raise spring ~rere 
opposite raising struck what 
or require swing when 
other requires s-vdngs "ltrhere 
out revolve -v.rhich 
revolves table vlill 
page right take "l:vith 
part run tells 1.·muld 
particular the v.rri te 
parts then 111rritten 
picture same this i-'irOUght 
pie ce screv.r through wrought iron 
pieces see to 
pinion separate together yes 
pivoted shaft total you 
shape turn 
TABLE IX . 
Table IX shov.rs an alphabetical list of different 
words appearing in the Survey of Mechanical Insight Test. 
































































































































































TABLE IX (Cont.) 
spend therefore turned "ltvheel 
spring these turning wheels 
struJ.ds thirty turns "tv hen 
stops this two ivhich 
strips three why 
symbol tightly unless 1·.Jill 
tilt until 1rJind 
teeth time up vvork 
than to up-v-rard "ttmrking 
that together 
the told you 
them too was your 
TABLE X 
Table X is comprised of an alphabetical list of the 
different v.rords appearing in the Survey of Object 
Visualization Test. The total number of different words 
found in this test ~t.ras 85. 
'"-.9 
TABLE X 
ViORDS APPEA..B.ING IN THE SURVEY OF OBJECT 
VISUALIZATION TEST 
a edges much short 
accurately ends should 
allowed example not side 
and now so 
ansv1er flat spend 
any folded object 
are follo't'.ring objects take 
as for of the 
at four on them 
one therefore 
be have open these 
belovJ or this 
booklet if time 
brought in pages to 
is pattern together 
can it practice told 
checked problem too 
column left problems t\llrenty-fi ve 
correctly letter tv.ro 
like quickly 
directions lines until 
do look right 
dotted rolled vvhen 
drai·ling meet will 
minutes sections 
each more shape you 
TABLE XI 
Table XI is comprised of an alphabetical list of the 
different words appearing in the Survey of Space Relations 
Ability Test. The total number of different words was 94 . 
'- . 
TABLE XI 
\lORDS APPEARI NG IN THE SURVEY OF SPACE RELATIONS 
AB ILITY TEST 
FORNI A 
a from per 
a ccurately placed 
allowed go positions 
and possible 
any has 
around have ranges 
as rectangle 
at if right 
in 
below into samples 
booklet is seen 
it select 
can should 
circle left so 
complete located soon 




de sign may tells 
directions minutes that 
divided moved the 
do much them 
dravl these 
necessary this 
each next to 
encircled not together 
end notice turn 
exact nm-v 
examiner number untie 
example 
of \"lhen 
f ast on vlill 
f ifteen open with 
fit \"fork 
follow·ing page 
for part you 
frame parts yourself' 
. l ,( . 
51_ 
TABLE XII 
Table XII is an alphabetical list of different words 
111Jhich vrere common to all ten of the standard mechanical 
aptitude tests examined in this study. Total count 6 
different 111Jords. 
TABLE XII 








Table XIII, which follows, shows an alphabetical list 
of the different words v1hich appeared in nine of the ten 
tests examined in this study. Total number of words 9. 
TABLE XIII 












Table XIV is comprised of an alphabetical list of all 
the different '"'ords v;rhich appeared in eight of the ten 
standard mechanical aptitude tests examined in this study~ 
The total number of t-mrds was 12. 
TABLE XIV 














Table 'XV, vThich follovrs, shm'ls the alphabetical list 
of the different l'mrds appearing in seven of the ten tests. 
The number of different w·ords "\'Tas 9. 
TABLE 'XV 









Table XVI shows the alphabetical list of different 
words appearing in six of the ten tests examined in this 
study. The total count was 10 different 'i'TOrds. 
TABLE XVI 












Table Tvii is comprised of an alphabetical list of the 
different ~tTords appearing in five of the ten tests. The total 
count was 20 vrords. 
TABLE rvii 



















Table XVIII, which follo~tm, shm·JS the alphabetical 
list of the differ ent vrords appearing in four of the ten 
standard mechanical aptitude tests examined in this study. 
Total count wa s 45 words. 
TABLE XVIII 
\10RDS APPEARING I N FOUR OF THE TEN TESTS 





but made side 
more size 
complete 
cut no take 
nOliJ test 
dravJ than 
dravring open then 
out there 
end thr ee 
examiner nicture 
pictures until 
f ast er possible up 
find pr a ctice use 
follovdng problem 
four problems your 
TABLE XIX 
Table XIX shol'rs an alphabetical list of the different 






WORDS APPEARI NG I N THREE OF THE TEN TESTS 
air first other square 
an fit over stop 
five sure 
back 
been here pages therefore 
before paint told 
begin larger paper too 
best like parts tool 
bolt longer pencil tools 
bore point try 
marked positions turned 
center may pull turns 
check metal 
circles most read very 
current motor rod 
1,1eld 
direction nail sample 1-vheel 
distance necessary sho~<v"'l HOOd 
does smaller write 
doV>m objects solder 1.•iritten 
off some 
exercises oil speed yourself 
opposite spend 
TABLE XX 
Table XX, vvhich follovrs, shows the alphabetical list 
of the different vwrds appearing in tvro of the ten tests. 




'\IJORDS APPEARING IN TWO OF THE TEN TESTS 
about dowel large 
above drive leather 
adjust length 
after easier level 
another electric line 
arm etc. list 
every little 
ball peen hanuner exactly long 
because loose 
beginning fast 
bell fasten machines 
belongs fi gures many 
betv.reen figuring mark 
bolts file measures 
boring follo1r1 mechanical 
both forth move 
brace frame moving 
fuel 
called nails 
carefully gasoline need 
carrying glass no 
causes glue notice 
certain goes numbered 
change good 
changing grind openings 
checked guess order 
chiefly outside 
chisel hack sai"l 
clamp ha11.1mer particular 
claw hallliner hand per 
clean hand drill pick 
cloth handle piece 
continue hard pieces 
cord harder place 
corners holes placed 
correctly hov1 plane 
count polish 
countersink instructions print 
cutting insulation proper 
into pulled 
diameter punch 
dig jack pushed 
dimensions 
doing kind question 
dotted kno-v.r questions 
61 
TABLE XX (Cont.} 
raise seen thread 
rate separate through 
reading set tighten 
reads sharpen times 
rectangle shears total 
remember short turning 
remove sieve 
require single upper 
requires slovJer 
rivet small vertical 
rivets soon 
round spring water 
run stands way 
straight were 
sand strips what 
sav.r where 
says table vvind 
scrape tap vvindov-J 
screvm teeth v-Tires 
seconds tells v-1ish 
sections they ~<vould 
see ,;.vrench 
TABLE XXI 
Table L~I is comprised of an alphabetical list of the 
different words appearing .in only one of the ten tests. The 
total number of different words i<Vas 750. 
TABLE XXI 











































































































































































































































































































































































































































met al rods 

























































































































































































































































































t v-li sting 
under 
understand 
universal joint disc 
unless 
unscrewed 
















































Table XXII is composed of an alphabetical list of all 
the different words appearing in fifty per-cent of the ten 
standard mechanical aptitude tests examined in this study. 
The total number of different words was 46. 
·==-=------
TABLE XXII 
WORDS \vHICH APPEAR IN FIFTY PER-CENT OF THE TEN 
STANDARD MECHANICAL APTITUDE TESTS 
a · in right 
and is 
ans1•rers it should 
are so 
as left 
at letter the 
look them 
be this 















Table XXIII is comprised of an alphabetical list of all 
the different industrial arts \vords appearing in the ten 
standard mechanical aptitude tests included in this study. 
'l'he total number of different vmrds vvas 759. 
=="'""""" -- =-#====== 
TABLE XXIII 
INDUSTRIAL ARTS VOCAB ULARY OF WORDS APPEARING ON 
THE TEN STAJ\TDARD rviECHANICAL APTITUDE TESTS 
abilities 
ability 























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































universal joint disc 








































Table XXIV is comprised of an alphabetical list of all 
the ;,·mrds other than i ndustrial arts vwrds which appeared in 
the ten tests. This list conta ins 356 words. 
==--===-~ 
TABLE XXIV 
VOCABULARY OF WORDS OTHER THAN INDUSTRIAL ARTS WORDS 
WHICH APPEARED IN THE TEN STANDAiiD MECHANICAL 
APTITUDE TESTS 
a brought dovm 
about burn drink 
above but 
a ctivities butter knife each 
after by easier 
ahead easily 
all cakes economy 
allmved called eggs 
aloud can either 
a lso candy etc. 
although cannot every 
a l'ltvays cans except 
an carries expected 
and carry eyes 
another carrying 
any causes fast 
are ceases fi ghting 
around certain find 
as chance fire 
at change fires 
a1;-rare changed first 
a~;;ay changes five 
changing flat 
back clock flour 
bacon close follov.r 
be cloth followed 
bec aus e clothes following 
been come for 
before comes forth 
begins commonly from 
belongs concerned 
below could gardeners 
beside cow gas 
best general 
between decide given 
biggest depend gives 
black different go 
body dish goes 
both dishes going 
box do gold 
bread does good 



















































































































































































































































CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
The purpose of this study is to analyze the vocabulary 
necessary to understand t en standard mechanical aptitude 
tests pub lished between 1921 and 1947 in order to establish 
a comr.1on vocabulary list. 
From the analysis of the data presented in the pre-
vious chapter, the follovdng conclusions are dra-vm : 
1. There were only 6 vmrds Hhich vvere common to all 
ten tests. 
2 . Of the 1,115 words appearing in the ten tests only 
46 or 4.1% of the total vmrds vvere common to 5~b 
of the tests. 
3. Of the 1,115 v.rords appearing in the ten tests 759 
v-.rere recommended by the lvriter for inclusion in an 
industrial arts vocabulary. 'rhese v·mrds v.rere se-
lected on the basis that they vvere pertinent to 
understanding industrial arts programs. 
Suggest i ons for further study: 
1. Conduct a similar study usin'g a larger sampling of 
me chanical aptitude tests. 
2. Construct a voc abulary test consisting of words 
vvhich appear in the i ndustrial arts vocabulary list 




3. Develop a handicraft vocabulary list for elementary 
grades from the industrial arts vocabulary list 
t aken from this study. 
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